


9. Remove the factory UCA. 
  Nissan D41 Froner ONLY - With a Burr tool, on the front drivers side mount grind off about 5mm to allow 
  for UCA clearance. Image shown post grinding.

10. Setup the Dobinsons UCA measurements 
 A). Loosen the 6mm thread clamping bolts and large locking nut 
 B). On both front and rear of the arm, unwind the bush eye end and the adjustment sleeve nut out most of the 
  way and install some an-seize or equivalent. NOTE: the adjustment sleeve has a LEFT HAND THREAD and will 
 need to be rotated clockwise to be unscrewed 
 C). On both front and rear of the arm, Thread both the bush eye end and the adjustment sleeve into the UCA 
 body as far as they will go unl both threads are boomed – do not force this ght, just unl they stop. Then 
 wind only the bush eye end out unl it is aligned correctly – this is with the bush ears completely to the front 
 and completely to the rear on the arms, they bush ears should not be in the centre of the arm. 
  D). With the arm on a flat surface, hold the bush eye ends down to keep the flat and in line with each other and 
 on both front and rear of the arm, adjust the adjustment sleeve to the desired measurement. This is measured 
 from the end of the main UCA body to the machined edge of the eye that the bush is pressed into. Generally this 
 starng measurement is 31-32mm. Ensure the bush end does not rotate during this process. 
 E). Ensure both front and rear bushes are flat on the benched, aligned and orientated correctly and ghten the 
 6mm clamp bolts to clamp both threads ght and lock the locking nut 
 F). Double check the measurement hasn’t changed 






